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Analysis of hyperfine NMR chemical shifts,1 δhf, especially
for protons, is an established method for probing the structure of
redox proteins.2 For cytochromec, the redox-state shift,∆δrdx, is
the difference between the chemical shifts (in ppm) for identical
nuclei in the paramagnetic low-spin Fe(III) species and the Fe-
(II) diamagnetic reference state,δox andδred, respectively (eq 1).

∆δrdx has contributions fromδhf, the shift from the unpaired
electron in the Fe(III) form, andδstr, the shift from redox-related
changes in structure.2d δhf itself is composed of three terms.δcon

is the Fermi contact shift from direct delocalization of the unpaired
electron spin on the Fe(III) ion to the heme, the directly linked
thioether bonds of C14 and C17, and the axial heme ligands, H18
and M80.3 δlc, which does not contribute in the absence of contact
shifts, arises from the electron-nuclear dipolar interaction
between the nucleus of an atom and the delocalized electron spin
in its molecular orbitals.δmc arises from the electron-nuclear
dipolar interaction between a nucleus and the unpaired electron
on the Fe(III) ion, which has an anisotropic paramagnetic
susceptibility. Analysis of>400 1H redox shifts for yeast
cytochromec shows thatδmc dominates∆δrdx for protons.2e δmc

also dominates13C redox shifts since there is excellent agreement
between∆δrdx andδmc for a more limited number of side-chain
carbons of horse cytochromec.4

The amide proton and nitrogen are close in space, and, as
shown in Figure 1A, the calculatedδmc values for these nuclei
are highly correlated. We have measured∆δrdx for backbone1H
and 15N nuclei of yeast iso-1-cytochromec, specifically, the
C102T variant.5 ∆δrdx and δmc for 1H nuclei are in excellent
agreement (Figure 1B), a finding consistent with our previous
conclusions2eand confirming that structures of the two redox states
of this protein are similar. The 131H redox shifts that deviate
from the calculatedδmc shifts by >|0.25| ppm either are heme

ligands (C14, C17, M80) with known contributions fromδcon,3

are near these ligands (R13, L15, Q16), or have known contribu-
tions fromδstr (G29, H39, G41, A43, A51, D60, K79, A81).2e,6a

Analysis of the15N data, however, reveals that many15N redox
shifts show dramatic deviations from the calculatedδmc values
(Figure 1C). Unlike1H and13C nuclei,15N nuclei must experience
additional contributions. Additional contributions to15N redox
shifts are also evident for cytochromeb5 and Rhodobacter
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Figure 1. (A) Calculatedδmc(1H) versus calculatedδmc(15N) for 92 amide
residues of yeast iso-1-cytochromec, correlation coefficient squared,r2,
) 0.895. (B) Observed∆δrdx (b) and calculatedδmc(1H) (s) for 92 amide
protons measured at 750 MHz,r2 ) 0.949. (C)∆δrdx (b) and calculated
δmc(15N) (s) for 92 amide nitrogens measured at 76 MHz,r2 ) 0.087.
The 1.23-Å X-ray structure of iso-1-cytochromec (1ycc.pdb)6a has
coordinates for 107 backbone amides. Residues-4 to 1, which are known
to be flexible, were not included in the calculations, six sets of1H and
15N resonances (E21, H33, G83, G84, K86, and K87) remain unassigned
and the sequence contains four proline residues. Amide protons were
added to the X-ray structure, in the peptide plane, with XPLOR,12 followed
by energy minimization with the backbone heavy atoms constrained to
their initial positions. The axial and rhombic anisotropies of the effective
g-tensor were from ref 2e (gax ) 4.58 andgrh ) -2.31). A diagonal,
heme-based, right-handed, orthogonal axis system was constructed for
the paramagnetic susceptibility tensor employing the heme pyrrole
nitrogen atoms.2b This system has the Fe atom at the origin, thex-axis
through pyrrole nitrogens 21 and 23, they-axis nearly through nitrogens
22 and 24, and thez-axis perpendicular to the heme. The orientation of
the calculated paramagnetic susceptibility tensor was subjected to a
rotational transformationR(æ,θ,φ), whereæ, θ, andφ are Euler angles
that optimize the agreement between the calculated and observed1H redox
shifts. The angles (339°, 93.5°, and 121°, respectively) were determined
by minimizing the functionF(æ,θ,φ) ) ∑i)1

92 [(δmc)i - (∆δrdx)i]2. The
eigenvector matrix defining this orientation is

x y z
0.3402 0.7857 0.5166

-0.1399 -0.5009 0.8541
0.9299 -0.3628 -0.0605

An additional restraint was imposed upon the orientation with the
requirement that it agree with the small15N-1H residual dipolar couplings
arising from magnetic orientation of the oxidized species.13 TheF-test14

indicates that this refinement significantly improves the1H data (F-value
116.9) but not the15N data (F-value 1.35). Theδmc calculations1 neglect
the contribution from partial magnetic orientation.15 This is justified since
we observed no field dependence [at 500 MHz,r2 for the calculated and
observed1H and 15N data is 0.952 and 0.087, respectively, for 81
resonances], consistent with an estimate (8× 10-3) for the orientation
dependent term in eq 1 of ref 15, calculated employing the measured
isotropic susceptibility (50.7× 10-26 J T-2)16 and an estimated total
susceptibility anisotropy.13
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capsulatuscytochromec,7 suggesting that this is a general
characteristic of heme proteins and maybe many others.

The additional contributions could arise fromδcon, δlc, andδstr.
Contributions fromδcon andδlc are likely to be most significant
for 15N nuclei close to the heme. Such delocalization of heme
electron density is predicted from theories of electron transfer,8

but it is unlikely that these terms are large enough to explain the
majority of the shifts observed in this work for several reasons.
First, the largest additional contributions to the15N redox shifts
are not from residues whose amide protons experience a contact
shift. Second, many of the15N nuclei with the largest additional
contributions are far from the heme.15N nuclei are, however,
exquisitely sensitive to their environment; changes of<0.2 Å in
hydrogen bond length can alter amide15N chemical shifts by
several ppm,9 the magnitude of the effect observed here. Although
the X-ray structures of the different redox states of cytochrome
c are closely similar,6a such movements would be within the limits
of the resolution of the structural analysis. We conclude that the
additional contributions to the15N data come fromδstr, and they
most likely arise through small changes in hydrogen bonding,9

although there may also be contributions from conformational
changes in some cases. In support of these ideas,15N nuclei in
the N-terminal helix (residues 2-16) and the C-terminal helix
(residues 87-103), the most highly conserved and most rigid
regions of the protein,6 do not show large additional contributions.

15N nuclei with the largestδstr contributions mostly cluster on
the surface near the exposed heme edge, which serves as the
protein binding site,10a,b and near the heme-propionate-binding
amino acids at the back of the molecule (Figure 2). A similar
pattern is seen for cytochromeb5 (Figure 2), where15N nuclei
with the largestδstr contributions cluster near the heme edge at
the cytochromec binding site.10c These data show that subtle
changes to the binding surface result from the change in the
oxidation state. Moreover, the findings suggest that electron
transfer within proteins could be coupled to subtle, yet extensive,
changes in hydrogen bonding, providing a mechanism for
transmitting electronic changes at the heme group to cooperative
structural changes at the protein surface. Both changes could occur
by tunneling11 since the N‚‚‚O distance changes by<0.2 Å. In
summary, analysis of15N redox shifts is a highly sensitive method

for monitoring small cooperative structural and energetic alter-
ations that could be of great importance not only for interprotein
electron transfer but also for other changes in proteins.
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Figure 2. Space-filling models of yeast iso-1-cytochromec (top) and
bovine cytochromeb5 (below) [blue, residues where∆δrdx(15N) - δmc-
(15N) < |0.75| ppm; green,>|0.75| ppm; red, heme; yellow, proline; white,
unassigned]. The right-hand structures are rotated 180° about the vertical
axis to show the faces remote from the binding site.δmc for cytochrome
b5 was calculated as described in the caption to Figure 1 by using
coordinates from the 1.5-Å X-ray structure (3b5c.pdb) with added protons
and the published assignments8a and g-tensor anisotropies (gax ) 5.25
andgrh ) -2.31).17 æ, θ, andφ are 331°, 72°, and 182°, respectively.
TheF-test14 for 89 resonances indicates that this refinement significantly
improves the1H data (F-value 93.6) but not the15N data (F-value 1.65).
r2 values for plots of∆δrdx versusδmc are 0.981 and 0.408 for1H and
15N, respectively.
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